Corrigan’s
Mayfair, London
Corrigan’s Mayfair has three private dining rooms, and a newly refurbished Chef’s Library which is situated in
the heart of the kitchen. The restaurant has been listed in the ‘Best of British’ in the Time Out Awards.

Cosmo Restaurants
Nationwide
RBC have worked alongside Cosmo and their design team on their national expansion programme for
new restaurant openings over the past 3 years. These schemes have been designed utilising BS9999
guidance and fire engineering principles.

Restaurants

The following are examples of projects
we have recently completed

Restaurants

The Ivy Restaurant
Mayfair, London
RBC were appointed to provide full Building Control services for the complete remodelling of The Ivy
Restaurant, conversion of the first floors from offices to a members only restaurant.

A selection of projects in the Restaurants sector
PROJECT

DESCRIPTION

CLIENT

Smiths of Smithfield
Smithfield Market,
London

The project involved the transformation of a listed
former market warehouse to provide four floors of bars
and dining rooms, including a steel and glass rooftop
extension overlooking the City skyline

Wells Mackereth

Scott’s Restaurant
Mayfair, London

RBC was appointed as the Building Control experts for
this high profile refurbishment of the world renowned
seafood restaurant owned by Caprice Holdings

Martin Brudinzki
Design Studios

Jamie’s Italian
Cardiff

RBC were appointed for six Jamie’s Italians for expert
pre-fire consultation at the early design stage and part
of the fit out programme for St David’s Shopping Centre

Martin Brudinzki
Design Studios

7Bone Holdings

Internal refurbishments and fit out of restaurants
throughout the South of England

7Bone Holdings

Strada Restaurants

Internal refurbishments and fit out of restaurants
throughout the UK

Martin Brudinzki
Design Studios

Beefeaster/Harvester
Restaurants

Working on over 94 projects for internal
refurbishments nationwide

Hone Edwards
Associates

Alberts Restaurants
Didsbury and Swinton,
Greater Manchester

RBC provided Approved Inspector services for major
extensions and complete fit-outs to create 2no. new
restaurants for Elle R Leisure Ltd

Fasciato Architects

Cote Restaurants

Internal refurbishments to fit out restaurants throughout
the UK

Martin Brudinzki
Design Studios

Giraffe Restaurants

RBC have worked on properties nationwide to
provide building control services for the fit outs and
refurbishments of their restaurants

Wells Mackereth

Azumi Restaurant

Internal refurbishment of club and restaurant

DAT Design

To see similar projects, visit us at:
www.rbcltd.co.uk

